
Dear parents and carers. 

The children have had an exciting week learning about the Lunar New Year and decorating the

classroom. Please ask your children about our Zoom session with Mrs Parkes sister-in-law from

China. She taught the children Mandarin and spoke about traditions that happen around the festival.

The children asked great questions and enjoyed learning about the festival.

Art – Colour Creation

The children have impressed us with their art this week. We learnt all about Piet Mondrian (see

Instagram post) and they learnt how to recreate a piece of art inspired by him. I was so impressed

with their attention to detail, we will make sure to display their final piece in school.

The Great Fire of London

We have a very exciting History lesson planned for next week. As a class we will be using the

cardboard brought in to recreate Pudding Lane in 1666. We will be setting our junk model on fire to

recreate the Great Fire of London and discuss how the fire spread so quickly. There will of course be

thorough health and safety risk assessments in place.

Baking and Cooking

In our continuous provision we have the opportunity like reception to bake and cook throughout the

week. We are in need of donations of flour, sugar, eggs etc. Any donations would be greatly

appreciated as this will help with our design and technology focus in their independent learning.

Mrs Parkes’ last week with us

Next week is Mrs Parkes’ last week in our class, as she’s moving to another placement school to

experience being in year 6.

Homework

Earlier this week we were delighted to see that the children were all keen to take home optional

maths sheets to practice their part whole models. Please note, any additional sheets they bring

home that aren’t mentioned in this newsletter have been requested by the children and please don’t

feel pressure from us to complete them (although all practice is great!)

Science: In science we have been investigating different materials and their properties. In the

children’s book bags this week, you’ll find a homework sheet so the children can find different

materials with similar properties at home.

Computing: In computing the children are learning how to explore and tinker with software to find

out how it works. They have been learning how to control a ‘Bee-Bot’ which is a robot device which

offers hands-on exploring and tinkering as an introduction to coding. If you would like to this is the

link to the website we have used on the chrome books: https://beebot.terrapinlogo.com/

We are reading Paddington as part of our guided reading focus. Discuss what has happened in the

story.

Many thanks, 

Year 1 team

https://beebot.terrapinlogo.com/



